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Mr. Owens Completes
25 Years at T. C.
W. A. Owens, Vice-president of Winona State Teachers College,
has recently completed his twenty-fifth year of teaching at this institution.
Mr. Owens is a graduate of the Oshkosh, Wisconsin, State Normal
School and secured his S.B. and A.M. degrees at the University of
Chicago, where he had a teaching fellowship.
Before coming to Winona, Mr. Owens taught at the Duluth State
Teachers College, where he was Director of the Training Department;
at the University of Rochester,
Rochester, New York, where he
was Acting Assistant Professor of
Psychology; and at Cornell College, Mount Vernon, Iowa, where
he was Professor of Psychology.
"When others hand in their
grades, my work begins," says
Mr. Owens with regard to his
eighteen years of service as chairman of the Committee on Scholastic Standing. Other committees on which he serves include
the Administrative Council and
the committees on Testing, Recommendations, and Curriculum.
He is also president of the Faculty
Association, Chairman of the
Testing and Counselling CommitWm. A. Owens
tee for Veterans, Co-chairman of
the Division of Education and Psychology, and Director of the
Summer Session, 1945.
Organizations to which Mr. Owens belongs include Sigma XI,
Chicago; Phi Delta Kappa, Zeta Chapter, Chicago; American Association for the Advancement of Science; American Psychological
Association; Mid-western Psychological Association; Minnesota Academy of Science; American Genetics Association; and the American
Association of University Professors. He is listed in "American Men
of Science."
Concerning his service here, Mr. Owens says: "Winona State Teachers College has a noble tradition and an enviable reputation. I have
been proud to be associated with it. Among my most cherished friends
are the faculty associates of the past and the present. I always think
of them as the faculty family. No finer student body is to be found
anywhere. They are loyal, high-minded, and generous. I wish I
might have helped them more." In spite of a full routine, Mr. Owens enjoys numerous hobbies.
"I love to sing for my own 'amazement,' to fish, to play a game of
hearts with a bit of cheating and some stories mixed in, and to make
things for our cabin at lltirntside," says he.
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L. J. Gustafson Delivers
Commencement Address
Ten students will receive the Bachelor of Science degree and eight students will receive the two-year
diploma at graduation exercises to be held in Somsen Hall auditorium at ten-thirty this morning.
An address will be given by Leslie J. Gustafson, superintendent of the Owatonna public schools and
former high school principal at Austin. He has also been a teacher and principal in the public schools at
Lyle and Barnesville.
He secured his education at
the Hibbing Junior College and
Supt. Bauer Heads
the University of Minnesota,
from
which he received the deAudio-Visual Aids
grees Bachelor of Science, BacheOne of the special features of
lor of Arts, and Master of Arts.
the first summer session has been
At the present time he is secrethe workshop in audio-visual aids
tary-treasurer of the Big Nine
directed by Harold Bauer, superathletics conference and president
intendent of the Winona schools.
of the Minnesota Education AsMr. Bauer, who recently served
sociation.
as lieutenant (s.g.) in the United
Preceding the address the MeStates navy, has had much expermorial Aeolian player pipe-organ
ience with audio-visual aids in
will play "Lohengrin – Introducthe navy program.
tion to Act III," by Wagner, and
During the course the collect"Londonderry Air," arranged by
ing, evaluating, and the intelligent
Coleman. At the close of the
use of visual aids were stressed,
program, the organ will play the
"Magic Flute Overture," by Moand the operating of visual and
L. J. Gustafson
zart.
sound devices was studied in the
President Nels Minne will prelaboratory. A unit in photograsent the classes and Blake R.
phy was presented.
Nevius, resident director, will
Field trips were made to the
confer the degrees and present
Five members of the present
the diplomas.
Gilmore Valley soil conservation
faculty will not be here next SepStudents graduating from the
project, to the soil conservation tember. Three have resigned and
four-year
course are Gladys Boe
nursery, to St. Teresa's, and to two will be on leave of obsence.
Christie, Homer; Dorothy Engel,
Miss Jessie Knapp, supervisor
the local radio station, to observe
Brainerd; Joseph P. Flynn, Harof
junior high school social stuthe use of sound and visual aids,
mony; Isabel Fritz, Winona; Edna
to secure first-hand information, dies, who has taught here two Gercken, Red Wing; Irene Hesselyears, plans to carry on graduate
and to collect usable materials.
berg, Red Wing; Mildred Jenks,
studies at the University of . ChiThese activities were all centered cago, where she has a fellowship. Winona; Mary Agnes Saul, Minneapolis; Laura Tarras, Winona;
around the effective use of audioMiss Verna Hoyman, now on
and Musetta B. Whitford, Sioux
leave of absence, has accepted a
visual aids in teaching.
City, Iowa.
Throughout, the work was in- position in a girls' school in Texas
Students receiving the two-year
She taught at Winona for five
tegrated with classroom situadiploma are Laura Dethloff, Lake
years.
City; Melda Egland, Houston;
tions, and the students were given
Miss Alice Hitchcock, kinderArlene
Janes, Hayfield; Marilyn
an opportunity to work with the garten and intermediate music
King,
Minnesota
City; Anna M.
children of the elementary grades supervisor, has also resigned. She
Koch, Lake Elmo; Shirley Solin the Phelps laboratory school. came to Winona last year.
berg, Houston; Mary Stippich,
Miss Bertha Schwable, of the
kindergarten department, and Hayfield; and Helma J. Wilson,
Preston.
Mr. W. E. Boots, instructor in
English and biology, will be on
leave of absence for the purpose
of advanced study.

lacuittiettaft9es
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fate Watata lacultv
Many members of the college
faculty are spending interesting
vacations in accord with the tradition that teachers travel, study,
visit, and have fun during the
warm months.
Dr. Ella Murphy left July 11
to visit Mrs. Bertha S. Tritch in
Estes Park, Colorado. She first
met Mrs. Tritch on a Tokyobound ship before the war and
they traveled together through
Japan and to the Great Wall of
China. Dr. Murphy also plans to
attend the Writers' Conference at
the University of Colorado.
Mr. Robert Reed and his family are at Pine Top, their cottage
on Burntside Lake near Ely. Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Owens will also
go to their summer home at
Burntside, which Mr. Owens
describes as "the finest spot outof-doors." They hope their son
and his wife will join them there.
President Nels Minne recently
took a week's fishing trip to
Hooke's Camp on Lake-of-the-

Woods, near Kenora, Manitoba.
Miss Ruth Richards has a
summer job at Camp Woodland,
Eagle River, Wisconsin. Assisting
her are Ethel Turner and Florence
Walsh, T. C. students. Mrs.
Stafford, college nurse, is in charge
of health at Camp Lincoln, a
boys' camp on Lake Hubert, near
Brainerd, Minnesota.
Miss Bertha Schwable is visiting her sister in St. Paul. Miss
Agnes Bard is with her sister
Carol, a SPAR Lieutenant, in
San Diego, California, and is reported to have taken a summer
job in a defense plant.
Dr. W. H. Koppock is at Camp
Kahler, a boy scout camp near
Rochester, and Mr. H. R. Jackson will soon go to a camp at
Nisswa, Minnesota. Mr. F. A.
Jederman expects to join his
family in Nebraska, and Mr. W.
E. Boots reports that he will
spend the rest of the summer "in
horticultural pursuits."

Off Campus Classes
at Rochester and
Preston

This one didn't get away! Dr. L.
G. Stone, director of the Phelps
laboratory school, demonstrates his
prowess as a follower of Izaak Walton and lets the world know that
teachers do play — occasionally. The
pickerel which he so proudly displays
measured twenty-three and a half
inches in length and was taken locally. (Yes, he did hook it himself!)

During the summer two offcampus groups have been in session, one at Rochester and one
at Preston, with an enrollment of
thirty-four students, composed
largely of teachers.
At Rochester classes in political science were conducted by
A. J. Peterson, superintendent of
schools at Lewiston, and classes
in elementary science by Dr. W.
H. Coppock, of the T. C. Faculty.
At Preston a class in political
parties and one in elementary
science were given by Eugene
Sweazey, of the Winona public
schools.

Second Session
Opens July 23

For those who desire to secure
additional credits before the opening of schools in September, a
second summer session at the Winona State Teachers College has
been announced by Miss Helen
Pritchai-d, registrar. The session
will be five weeks in length, beginning on July 23 and extending
to August 25. Registration will
take place on Monday, July 23,
from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
As with the first summer session, classes will meet in the forenoon only, utilizing three double
periods. Because of the fact that
the session lasts only five weeks,
classes will, however, meet six
days a week instead of five.
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In Appreciation
To students and faculty alike the death of Miss Etta Christensen brought
a sense of irreparable loss. She was known far and wide as a teacher of
exceptional skill, possessed of the rare ability to awake in others her own
unquenchable desire to know more and more about God's world. She herself had an unbounded knowledge of plants and animals, small and great;
and the small things, the humble ones, meant as much to her as the large,
the grand, the magnificent. The insignificant larva in the brook brought
the same sparkle to her eye as did the eagle soaring above the peaks, the
tiny mess brought the same flush to her cheeks as did the spiring oak.
But it is not the loss of an excellent teacher that we mourn, not the loss
of one who gave much to her community. It is the loss of a friend. She
had in her a breadth of view, a kindliness, a tolerance, a temperance in
judging, that made her see the best in everyone and brought out the best
in everyone. And she was simple, honest, genuine. There was no swank
in her, no pretense. She was Etta Christensen.
We shall not see her like again.

To Miss Christensen
Now we remember you —
We used to have you
in our halls,
in our talking,
in our living;
And you were an essential part,
An element of goodness.
Now we remember you —
The birds are here
In naturalness,
The trees are green
In summerness —
But ever in the thoughts of us
There ig the want of you.
Above your chosen home
The birds sing on
With feeling praise of you
Who loved them best.
— Virginia Spanton.

all we

tot
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Howard Pierce Davis, in a lecture at the beginning of summer
school, characterized "idealism" as a word very much out of favor
today and associated with the concept of an impractical dreamer,
who, if he does have the right to speak, is not entitled to the courtesy
of being listened to without derision. Nevertheless, idealism is the
only possible hope for this world.
An issue of extreme importance comes more and more into the
political limelight as the war apparently nears its close — the issue of
peacetime military conscription. Unless an immense tidal wave of
public opinion arises to stay Congress, unless our people begin to
think for themselves, we shall produce in this country a system totally incongruous with all the glowing slogans which have bannered
this war.
What can idealism do? The main ideals in religions and philosophies
of the past and of to-day are love, mercy, and brotherhood. How can
we foster brotherhood through militarism, either at home or abroad?
Never has there been a case in history where giant fleets, armies,
military machines, have not been used, sooner or later. You learn,
to do; you make, to use. These are not the droolings of a short-sighted
idealist. One with vision can see that peace can come only through
brotherhood, through abandoning armament races, through inculcating into our youth the resolve to cling tenaciously to peace — to love
instead of hate — to build instead of destroy!
— Lenore Bredeson
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By Dorothy Engel

Winona has always been and
will always be known to its students and faculty as "the friendly
school." Whether there are five
hundred or two hundred students,
there is always a family feeling
among the group. And so it was
in things social this summer.
Instead of using for its intended
purpose that huge gavel which
was presented to her, Mrs. Turner, chairman of the social committee, has used it for pounding
into form some extra-special family events. She firmly believes
that all work and no play makes
Joe or Joesphine College a definite
dullard.
Opportunity for the more formal handshakes was provided following the series of lectures given
by Howard Pierce Davis. Here
acquaintances of previous summers were renewed, and the social
calendar was well under way.
If one must work, one must also
eat — and science has proved that
even the most delicate eater needs
no appetizer at a Morey Hall or
Holzinger Lodge picnic. So that
"famous for her food" (she can
sing too) Mrs. Griffith provided
the usual palate-teasing menu,
which I will not review here since
it is so close to lunch time. A
highlight of the June 21 picnic
was Mr. Owens' joke about the
"wabbit." If it were told here,
many a laugh would be lost for
the next meeting.
And about that July 6 occasion,
Mrs. Turner sends her most
heart-felt apologies for keeping
you all in agony while she returned for her keys.
The theater party which featured the current movie, "Music
for Millions," has given impetus
to a new and budding romance
for one of the students, namely
Gladiola.
Both she and Margaret O'Brien
have the same feelings about "the
hair that isn't there, the nose
that is there, and the scrofulous
complexion."
Thus far the main topic of conversation has been food (what
better could one find to talk
about in these days?) but ample
exercise was well planned for and
well carried out at the afternoon
roller-skating parties. You should
have seen the beaming faces of
two "unmentionables" when it
was announced that July 28 and
July 12 had been reserved for
skating. And, oh, how he can
waltz!
"Alas!" says Agnes. All good
things must come to an end." But
the social calendar also provided
for one last chance to be together
— this time at Prentiss Lodge for
a "Sunday night supper on July
15, with Dean (Herself) Turner as
hostess.
Sorry you're leaving, Agnes.
We'll miss you, but we have had
fun!

Iteiii9entsia
Morey Hall has always been known, among other things, for its
"good food," its beauty (return addresses sometimes _say, "The
House of Beautiful Women," more often "Morey Hall Laundry")
and especially its talent. New and varied types of talent have blossomed out in only a few short weeks (hidden talent, you know).
However, when Shakespeare wrote his immortal play, it is certain
that in the balcony scene, he did not intend to have Juliet "Janes"
forget her bathrobe on the balcony.
Every hall of "higher" learning has its poets, and Morey is no
exception. The only thing this author "is a poet, and doesn't know
it." Proof:
A leaf is no longer a leaf to me,
A tree no longer a tree;
Because of discoveries of some smart men,
A leaf is a factory.
Carbon dioxide comes in thru the leaf,
Water comes up from the soil;
The two are united by little enzymes,
By a very complex type of toil.
Glucose is made in a soluble form,
And passed to the plant below;
Starch is stored away in the seed,
From which a new tree will grow.
Thru fibrovascular bundles of cells,
In the phloem or bark of the tree
Are the sieves which carry the soluble food
To all parts that need it, you see.
Then also within this bundle of cells,
Tissue has built a tracheal tube;
It carries the water and minerals too
Thru the part called xylem or wood.
Because of these wonderful processes,
Many kinds of plants will grow;
But how I'll remember all of these facts,
Is more than I'll ever know.
— Loreen Atchison.
Bits from here and there tell us that "the old revival hour" (revival
of the classics) has been a feature of the summer session.
"Stan" Breckner seems to be alive and well after having been surrounded by seven ladies in the dining room. He even carried their
coffee. As a matter of fact, he enjoyed it very much — the ladies,
I mean.
Morey Hall may not have its normal supply of ham, but just to
be prepared when it does come, the "smokehouse" is all ready.
Congratulations rolled in for -Agnes this morning — an admirer
even sent her a lovely and useful corsage.
So you see even if you haven't heard the usual sounds issuing forth
from Morey Hall, there has been plenty of gaiety. As for the talent,
Peg McDermid says she "has to believe it to see it."

100,
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While I slept in my cave in the rock by the river,
There were bears, I guess four, by the marks 'long the river,
And they stole all the food from my cache by the river!
It's a fine mess of things! I might starve by the river!

Cl

fate

Favorite roadway that leads from my view through the close growing
tamaracks,
Walking, I'll follow your narrow, gray swath and, enchanted, see
beautiful
Sights 'long the path stringing out like a link-chain of wonderful
jewels.
Jewels, indeed, are the moss laden glen and the pond's lovely lilies.
— Eugene Hempel
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Literary Section
Foreword: The writings herein
represent the work of a small
class in advanced composition.
The members of the class, indeed,
are responsible for the production
of the entire issue, aided by Miss
Mary Meier, of the regular staff.
The cuts were made by Eugene
Hempel, except the church scene,
which is the work of Virginia
Spanton.
Cerebration, tribulation, anticipation, trepidation—and some
enjoyment—have gone into all
this. We trust that the results
will bring you somewhat of the
last.
—W. E. Boots

gittptecci0145
You stand above the city's lungs. The foulness is exhaled Down
There. Here on the overhanging roof-top there is oxygen, and the
ugliness and outcry of Below are outlawed. They are with people.
And because it is all far off it becomes merged into outstretched oneness in a kind of omnipotent, outspoken power. You feel great and
large and dwarfish and obscure. You feel large and great because
beauty out of ugliness you have caught and breathed with listening
lungs.
— Lenore Bredeson

"Itta nkta t
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What human force
Possesses more power
Than Mother Nature?
Her vaults are filled
With vast stores of wealth.
High above her a billowy blanket
Guards her7Day and night.
Specks of gold dust
Light her as she goes
About her work.
Her waters
Command respect by her inhabitants,
Or the waters will rise up
And destroy them.
Mother Earth,
Ever respected but
Ever feared!

Thankful we are for these little things:
For sunlight on a forest floor,
For lamplight thru a kitchen door,
For a blazing birch log's ruddy roar,
For the way a kettle sings.
Thankful we are for God's great world:
For the pale blue shimmer of a midnight star,
For the waves that dash on a sandy bar,
For clean, white snowbanks, stretching far,
For leaves by wind in autumn whirled.
— Edna Gercken

CONTRASTS
slight of the Morning
Garbage collectors were here just this morning,
Stopping their truck in the alley, where odorous
Lettuce leaves, orange peels, half-decayed substances,
Fouling the atmosphere, reeked in the cans.
Hard looking men took the filth in their hands,
Dumped it on top of the truck's murky heap,
Shifted the gears of the stinking conveyance,
Jerked to a stop at the next person's garbage,
Carried routinely the putrid remains of a
Yesterday's meal that was near decomposed.
Far down the alley they drove, ever halting,
Leaving a "Card-of-their-calling" behind, in the
Form of redolence diffused on the air.

Hilltop
The rocky shore and the big dark pine;
And the sodden driftwood, washed and wet;
And the endless leafy plants that spill
In droopy trailings down the hill,
As I cross the strand, its margin set
Between the grove and the frothy brine.
Then a climb of cliffs in rough array
Leaves back the forest and the sea,
Comes up to the eagle's aerie high;
And lungs heave in a weary sigh,
As I face the wind then, to stand and see,
See the base human traces put far away.
— Eugene Hempel

High and canopied is the golden-crested altar cover, and high is
the cross. Beneath the covering is a white marble altar — white
gleaming with gold and decked with coral gladioli . . . The Virgin
stands enshrined in a golden frame encrusted with gems . . . A silver
crown is far above her thus enframed . . . On either side gleam goldcovered brass frames enclosing anciefrt stained-glass panes — blue,
rose, gold, green. The late light falls upon the sacred altar in glowing
shafts of color.
A humble, hungry Indian crawls on his knees to the gleaming altar
rail in silent, reverent devotion . . . The Indian women working in
the church forever clean, wipe, polish the twelve red stone steps to
the altar floor . . . Candles flame and flutter, burning in the thicket
of coral gladioli . . . A half-starved Indian boy buys a tall tallow
candle and carries carnations and lilies to the Virgin . . . A tired
Indian mother, her baby wrapped in her blue rebozo, crawls slowly
past the women working, to pray and do penance at the rail . . . The
glowing light flows over the altar, and- the lovely Virgin looks upon
the peons lost in prayer.
— Virginia Spanton

— Dorothy Engel

Pandora's Problem
Like Pandora's chest of ancient
myth, an unhappy event in Hamilton, a small Minnesota town,
brought trouble, disgrace, and
unhappiness upon Jody Barker
and her family.
And those of us who suffer from
doubt as to whether in a modern
world, love and work can be a
substitute for a family and a
happy home life, will take comfort from such studies as that in
"Young Pandora," by Ann Chidester.
Upon Jody, a shy, inhibited
youngster, Miss Chidester shows
the effect of insecurity, of life's
shifting values, and of a mother's
indifference. In her search for
love and companionship, Jody
falls in love with Pod, a university classmate. Branded as social
outcasts, living a carefree life,
they refuse to be dominated by
moral codes.
While the author has written
about the problems of youth as
realities, she has shown that one
is happiest when conforming to
the established mores of a given
society.
"Young Pandora" is an interesting modern novel with excellent characterizations and a
thought-provoking plot.
— Josephine Dawson

Rettospect
She is not lonely,
This aged crone.
Like a novice
Counting her beads,
She counts her memories,
One by one.
— Josephine Dawson

721914f

Hungry for her to live,
We watched her wasted body
Struggle feebly
To retain
The silver cord
Which bound her to us.
— Josephine Dawson

s0Ky

Fireflies dance in. and out,
Each one a tiny elfin sprout,
Random shreds of yellow flame
By siren-hands flung roundabout.
Whispering low of Love's swift
death
The night-things taunt us soft
And warn that in the fickle dawn
Her smile is blown aloft.
So let me be your love tonight
Beneath the hooded sky
Before Love's smile is gone;
And when the smoke-blue dark
shall die
Let live: the echo of a sigh.
— Lenore Bredeson
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Where were his Irish cops? As long as he could remember, O'Connell had chased him for blocks trying to recover a stolen apple. All
he saw today was an unconcerned policeman looking at the supply
of non-rationed shoes in Baker's window. Why were there trees
growing only a block from the loop? Or where was the loop? Perhaps
he had not yet come upon it. Still, he had been twenty blocks east
and twenty blocks west. This must be it. Was he going to have to
buy his paper without even hearing the headlines shouted by Barker
Pete? Did they really use dog-carts here? he thought, as he noticed
a little white dog, harnessed to a wagon. If he stayed, he might even
see a massacre! He could expect anything!

getceuse
My mouth touches the goodness of the earth —
The taste of dirt is ever a noble sacrament,
A holy supper in an age of coins and slaughter.
I kiss the earth in darkness, my own mother.
The taste of blood is on my mother's face:
Her lovely sons have come home to her side.
Their dead voices echo songs of idle days
When they fancied they were of the sun,
And sought to reach its brightness.
Prodigal and sweet, they lie on her rich bosom;
My mother lulls her tired ones in their eternal sleep.

— Dorothy Engel

An Over-Rated Book
0 River Remember, by Martha Ostenso, Dodd Mead, 1943
The catchy title, 0 River Remember, no doubt, has done much
to bring the reader to this book — now in its sixth printing. Strangely
enough, the river, the Red River of Minnesota, played a very little
part in the development of the story — not nearly as much as the
river actually did in the development of the pioneer territory in
Western Minnesota.
Through clever manipulation of related characters and unrelated
events moving through time and space, Miss Ostenso manages to
invite continued reading interest on the part of any normally curious
person so that he may see how the story "comes out." Although she
has tried to show a great strength of purpose in the pioneer by portraying the realism of the Man-of-Vision, the author seldom achieves
any real success in making the characters worthy of the lofty thoughts
she has given them to think or to mouth.
A convincing bit of realism, to one who has lived in "these parts,"
is the first scene where the two characters, Brill Wing and Nora Shaleen, progeny of the first settlers, meet in St. Paul while waiting for
(believe it or not) a street car. The rain, the night, and the entire
feeling of stormy-weather atmosphere typical of Minnesota is drawn
so carefully and so honestly that the reader actually feels water oozing
from his own shoes. (He reads on while his and Brill's shoes dry in
Nora's oven).
As a novel writer Miss Ostenso has again proved her ability. From
the point of view that perhaps any Minnesotan might have, of expecting her to have made a contribution to the historical information
about his native state, the book is definitely a disappointment. The
characters are fiction characters and move artificially to satisfy a
cleverly designed scheme of action. That the characters are Norwegian cannot be doubted, and that the Scandinavian contribution
to the growth of this territory was real cannot be doubted, but there
is some doubt in this reader's mind as to the value, if any aside from
entertainment of a rather on the "sloppy-side" variety, to be found
by discriminating readers in 0 River, Remember.

see Talk
I want to be a sailor,
In peace to sail the sea.
Quiet? Velvet? Often —
Yet more often with the angry
waves
Beating mad against my ship —
Then once more to hear
The gentle lap, lap on her bow
And to know my gallant ship
Has conquered the god beneath
the sea.
I want to take my ship to war
And blast the submarines
That meddle with her right to sail.
I want to blind with searchlights
Those slant eyes guided by the
Rising Sun,
If need be, turning the belching
turrets loose.
I want to be a sailor —
Peace, war, calm, tempest,
Each a life to me.
—

Dorothy Engel

"There's nothing new under the sun."
Under the sun there's nothing new:
The sky and lark have met before,
In ages long consumed by war;
The eyes of man have ever found
Inviting space beyond the ground;
And knees have scraped to other powers
In twilight years — not just in ours.
There's nothing fresh, there's nothing new
Except Beauty . . . That I find in you.

git?Nta

0 gentle mendicant with begging bowl,
Thy tears have fallen on sterile ground;
Thy word hath been a fruitless tree,
Thy wisdom idle birds in every bough.
The slaughtered ones lie at thy feet,
Entrenched in centuries of births to be;
Thy children all must live again:
Thy wisdom hath not made them clean.
— Virginia Spanton.

Now that I am dead
There is no fear.
Last night, on earth,
I looked up to/ each
Star and wondered
At the littleness of man.
I heard the wind in
Every tree —
I felt the rain
Upon my face —
I was alone.
So little was I,
In the night,
That I called out
In prayer —
Called out in tears
To Something.
What part of earth
I was is here — in God.
Now that I am dead
There is no fear.

gar qtow Lq)
Marching feet,
Heads held high,

Left face!
Right face!

71te Ileamet
The stars
Glistening in the
Sky are like a thousand
Diamonds on a background of
blue
Velvet.

1)awpt
'Tis night
And God's tiny
Candles light one by one
To burn brightly till dawn's
breath blows
Them out.
— Edna Gerckcn

Ta
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Colors floating to the sky.

— Virginia Spanton

Ecclesiastes Detie ~

72ow That g

I like the way my fingers
hold this gun,
With casual touch
and intimate caress.
I like the pictures
in my mind.
My thoughts bring
other worlds to me.
I know a place
where beauty is the thing
and profit is not sought.
I like my vision —
and it is well to believe . .
when one's own fingers
fondle a way to death.
— Virginia Spanton

Forward, march!
Up the street,
Down the street;
Playing soldier,
Lads so gay,
Passing us in fine array . .
Marching feet,
Heads held high,
Colors floating to the sky.
Fighting men now,
Lads grown grim . . .
Bloody grave .. and battle hymn.
—

Josephine Dawson

Ptatiet
Thank you, God, for my Mother, for her love and her devotion, for her unselfishness, for her encouragement when times were hard, and for her courage. A finer mother no one ever had. Let her grow old in
peace and comfort and secure in our love. And, God, thank you for the hours of companionship with her
— her who has stood faithful and strong, her who is a model of courage for me now. Make me worthy of
her pride and love. Bless her, God, and reserve a special place in Heaven for my Mother. Don't ever let
her suffer. Bless her and stregthen her, and keep her strong.
— Josephine Dawson
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Backstage Bustling
The flux backstage of a Little Theater play shows as much kinaes• thesis as an average day in the construction of a modern cantilever
bridge. Or maybe it just seems so because of the close quarters and
the condensed nature of the action. The meager-proportioned ladies'
dressing room is crowded with flying arms and bumping elbows.
You gash someone's beslipped figure as you reach up with a hangered
costume to an inconveniently placed and already glutted hook. A
pause resulting from this minor laceration is unheard of because the
victim has to climb pronto into a period skirt with voluminous
hoops. When she has rescued it from beneath a bench and steps into
it, the rest of you are dashed against the four walls; whereupon you
immediately demand she leave in order to give you room to costume
yourselves. She can't go into the corridor without "being decent" so
you all feverishly assist in pouring her into her waist and hooking it
down the front, the sides, and the back—then shove her sideways out
of the door. It depends upon the type of costume whether or not
you visit the make-up room before or after dressing—also on when
you can get in. This room is the partitioned cubicle between the two
dressing chambers. You seem to have hit a lull and find yourself
able to stretch luxuriously a distance of fully three feet to reach the
cold cream. You have not even begun to apply your grease paint,
however, before the room is overrun with a multitude of large-elbowed
creatures. After finally having applied your three fundamental smudges
of "Juvenile No. 3," which you have chased all around the mirror
ledge, you begin to blend upward with the tips of your fingers, your
forearms hugged tightly to your sides. In the midst of this delicate
gilding, an unidentified hand reaches in front of your profile, leaving
in its wake a generous stucco of "Sallow Old Man." This little incident necessitates a recreaming and a race once more for the "Juvenile
No. 3" around the chaotic make-up counter. And so it continues
until you are at last adequately preened and are free to venture forth
into the disorder of stage setting and prop fetching and light adjusting that goes on before the curtains can slither open to,reveal a well
ordered stage and a cast impeccably gowned and powdered.
— Lenore Bredeson

Society Ante-Bellum
Although stays are no longer
the criterion for genteel breeding
and nosegays are not now requisite as feminine accessories in refined circles, just South of the
Mason-Dixie line, the observer
of human behavior, casual, or
otherwise, may yet encounter obvious evidence that Jenny is still
a lady and that the Northerner
is, at best, an uncouth creature of
poor blood and vulgar breeding.
The blundering Yankee, insensitive to charm, is never-the-less,
frequently the victim of an evening's grace and cordiality because of the ever-functioning and
indisputable "Southern hospitality." Perhaps a bridge party
at the house of Miss Dee and Miss
Katie is the occasion where the
charm is coursing in sirupy channels, dripping with softened vowels and luscious dipthongs.
The door is opened and the
Yankee (damned indeed) guest is
greeted with the warmth and
vigor of a holiday homecoming.
The weather is discussed in the
vestibule, the dear little dresser
scarf is admired as the coats are
laid upon the homespun coverlet
gracing grand mama's own dear
bridal bed. What dear little tieback ribbons enhance the bedroom windows (crawling with
Jocotte roses) really too, too
sweet and quite easy to crochet,
my dear!
Oh the lovely, lovely plants ex-

haling their chemistry -upon the
sweet southern air! Miss Dee has
really made the pretty doilies
upon the chair (walnut-rose petal
pattern). The stitch is a simple
"slip and daisy chain" with a
"one over two catch over and
three loop" count. Miss Katie
will write it off for one in a moment.
But isn't it cold, and only yesterday the wild honey suckle was
fragrant and tempting! Truly,
Miss Dee, the stitch is real pretty
now. Mind you, I reckon you're
the smartest one ever to make
that dear table runner. What
ever can the pattern be called?
Lily bell and pine flower! My
dear, it is a sweet thing — and I
reckon right easy to learn, too.
I was fixin' to make sister a runner for her livin' room table, but
seems like the flowers take all the
time. No, indeed, Miss Laurabelle, I haven't finished the quilt.
What's that Miz Tyler, you're
aimin' to put up more peach sauce
this summer — and it seems only
yesterday you was cannin' for
last winter! Turn the jars upside
down of course, don't you, Miss
Dee? Miss Witherbee always has
good luck, but I reckon she turns
them in the moonlight the first
night!
Prettiest pattern I ever did
see, Nellie Jo, in your wall paper.
No, I guess my paper is darker —
has more pink in it. Papa helped

lasOium
The thoughtful angels
All wear bonnets.
Something about
The heavenly air
Is chilling.
The angels are a
Cautious lot,
Forever spraying
Their throats
Before singing.
A sneezing seraph
Is synonymous with sin
In Heaven.
— Virginia Spanlon
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Speak soft in the night:
I hear him sing.
In quiet croft — with sudden
fright,
The tree-winds ring.
His ghost-notes warn my wanton
smile
Of light pledge made.
In helpless scorn and thwarted
wile
Bold smiles fade.
My specter love will not forget
A faithless oath;
But scented grove from this coquette
Heard never troth!
— Lenore Bredeson
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The 1)eet
I am going out a hunting
With my carbine in my hand,
For the love of fields and tramping
Over autumn-colored land.
There's an antlered deer there,
browsing
Where the aspen seems alive,
And my eyes behold his beauty
As toward his place I strive.
But I lack the heart for shooting
When against the sky he stands,
Like a lonely monarch viewing
All the vastness of his lands.
—

If after mingling with
ground one thousand years,
my spirit never breathes;
If a clay hollowness
envelops me
where never I sense depth,
or motion,
or any living thing;
If nullified infinity
Shrouds my defunct bones and
non-existent soul;
I weep not now
for that doom of awareness:
One has transcended the terrestrial,
One has reached beyond the
ephemeral
now,
beyond tomorrow,
beyond time —
And drunk eternity
In a moment . .

Eugene Hempel

me paper last week. The walls
need washin' already, I reckon.
Should we play a little bridge,
girls? But Miz Fairchild just
dropped in with her pretty needlepoint. Show it to Miz Farthin',
dear! How many stitches for the
flowers? Ain't it pretty, Lotte,
dear? You don't tell me — good
land! I believe I could make that
stitch myself!
Strong Northern fingers itch to
shuffle the dear little playing
cards with the right pretty flower
pattern, but lovely ladies, gently
bred and winsome with their
honeyed laughter and mellowed
pleasantries, linger again to form
prismed lips in saccharine praise
of doilies. The Northern mind
embraces the world of Culbertson
and Blackburn and longs to
achieve strategic and calculated
victories at bridge; but then the
Northerner — a cold dullard at
best — has no sense of beauty,
A doily is ever a thing of beauty
— and a thing of beauty endureth
forever — even beyond a bridge
invitation and an urge to use the
mind.
— Virginia Spanlon

(From a goblet
That must decay!)
—

Lenore Bredeson

In spring the daisy comes in view
To count the lonely hearts,
And speaks to all young maidens
fair
Whose faith in love departs:
"Rise, rise,
My pretty maid, arise
And tear
These petals one by one!"
And, picking all but one, she finds
That she his love has won.
— Edna Gercken

Oblivion
Like wrought-iron doors
Mind's portals
Lock in moldy rooms
Old thoughts.
— IV. E. B.

7ite L(Puttooe
Thoughts come,
Stay a moment,
And hasten on, leaving
The stolid mind
Unchanged.
—W E. B.
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In shadowed streets
I mark the change,
The loss.
The night is not
A different room:
It is I.
As rooted as this tree
Against whose bark
I lean,
Was I then —
Then, when my mind
Was questioning.
But now,
The answers known,
I am adrift —
As homeless
As a thief who,
In the palest light,
Recounts his gain
And measures, thus,
His loss.
— Virginia Spanlon

Inv View
I work at bird level.
My eyes slide roofs
And sweep chimneys.
I know the wanting shingles
And the leaky water-spouts.
I know the stolen nests,
The saddened eaves.
The parapet that fronts my view
Is mathematical;
The cornices
Are faultless slabs of masonry.
(And I remember sheltered ramps
Of cloistered old Assisi!)
Today I am God —
Indignant and incensed,
Frowning at the cult
Of ugliness I see below.
— Virginia Spanlon
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Fifty-six Students
Gain Honor Rating
Fifty-six students earned scholastic standing high enough to place
them on the honor roll for the spring quarter recently closed, according to an announcement made by Miss Helen Pritchard, registrar.
Included in this group are Ruth Kottschade, Theilman, 3.33;
Brother Kiaran Daniel, Winona, 3.00; Brother Hilarian Frederick,
Winona, 3.00; Shirley Darrow, Winona, 3.00; Carol Kleist, Winona,
3.00; Clara Larson, Preston, 3.00; Lorraine Casby, St. Paul, 2.78;
Zita Miller, Stillwater, 2.75; Shirley Olson, Harmony, 2.75; Brother
Sebastien, Winona, 2.66; Laura Tarras, Winona, 2.66; Carrol De
Wald, Red Wing, 2.58.

Brother Felix, Winona, 2.50; Brother Lewis Ambrose, Winona, 2.50; Brother Norman, Winona, 2.50; Brother Lucius
Pius, Winona, 2.50; Jean Le May, Homer, 2.50; Nancy Staley,
Winona, 2.50; Evelyn Stephan, Plainview, 2.50; Audrey Carothers, Chatfield, 2.46; Eleanor Kugler, Marshal, 2.42; Gladys
Anderson, Winona, 2.33; Marie Croonquist, Stillwater, 2.33;
Rebecca Huntley, Winona, 2.33; Dagny Mindrum, Rushford,
2.33; Esther Ask, Winona, 2.30; Ruth Bierbaum, Eyota, 2.29;
Audrey Bodelson, Red Wing, 2.25; Betty Elwood, Lake City,
2.25; Katharine Grimm, Winona, 2.25.
Gladys Hodgdon, Bird Island, 2.25; Sylvia Lello, Gary, Indiana,
2.25; George Matchan, Zumbrota, 2.25; Ariel Rockne, Blooming
Prairie, 2.25; Carl Goosen, Mountain Lake, 2.22; Lorraine McNary,
Kellogg, 2.22; Alverna Sprick, Lake City, 2.20; Izella Pearson, Lake
City, 2.17; Jean Walle, Winona, 2.16; Mary Jane Borger, Winona,
2.00; Betty Boyum, Winona, 2.00; Lenore Bredeson, Winona, 2.00;
Genore Brokken, Harmony, 2.00; Maxine Church, Minnesota City,
2.00.
Bernice Dugan, Kellogg, 2.00; Hope Houghtelin, Chatfield, 2.00;
Lois Johnson, Whalan, 2.00; Charlotte Matzke, Winona, 2.00; Mary
Meier, Winona, 2.00; Marilynn Nelson, Wykoff, 2.00; Laura Roehning,
Stockholm, Wisconsin, 2.00; Geraldine Ryberg, Red Wing, 2.00; Lillian Schwabe, Lake City, 2.00; Anna Marie Truman, Canton, 2.00;
Dorothy Wildgrube, Winona, 2.00; Edith Zamboni, Owatonna, 2.00.

Twenty-seven students were on the honor roll at the end of
every regular quarter of the school year. Topping this list are
Shirley Darrow and Shirley Olson, each with 2.83 as an average.
Others on this list are Ruth Kottschade, 2.76; Brother Hilarian
Frederick, 2.69; Lorraine Casby, 2.69; Nancy ,Staley, 2.66; Esther
Ask, 2.56; Clara Larson, 2.53; Brother Kiaran Daniel, 2.50; Brother
Sebastien, 2.47; Jean Le May, 2.46; Bernice Dugan, 2.40; Ruth Bierbaum, 2.36; Audrey Carothers, 2.36.
Betty Elwood, 2.33; Brother Felix, 2.33; Katharine Grimm, 2.33;
Eleanor Kugler', 2.30; Alverna Sprick, 2.30; Betty Boyum, 2.26;
Genore Brokken, 2.25; Laura Tarras, 2.22; George Matchan, 2.16;
Jean Walle, 2.05; Maxine Church, 2.00; Lois Johnson, 2.00; and
Anna Marie Truman, 2.00.

Dramatics Class Uses
Laboratory School
The Phelps summer school afforded a laboratory for a course
in creative dramatics given in the
first summer session by Miss
Dorothy Magnus, head of the
Department of Speech. Children
of the third and fourth grades
provided a real schoolroom situation in which students taking the
course could practice techniques
of eliciting and guiding dramatic
activities. The general procedure
was to arouse the children's interest by presenting a story with
dramatic possibilities and then
utilize their response by encouraging them to interpret the story
effectively by acting it out. In
this way they became aware of
the elements of drama, such as
characters, setting, and action,
and of the need for organizing
sequences in any narrative.
Miss Magnus believes that
creative dramatics can serve a
definite purpose in developing the
child's personality and holds unlimited possibilities for intelligent
classroom use. She presented this
view as a member of a speech
panel at the recent Professional
Relations conference at La Crosse.

Graduates Accept
New Positions
The coming school year will
find former T. C. students and
graduates in new localities. Persons who have accepted new
teaching positions include Ruby
Augustine, Appleton; Samuel
Blondell, industrial arts, Harmony; Grace Benson, second
grade, Owatonna; Bernice Brevig,
third grade, St. Charles; Sonia
Clarke, Waseca; Robert Clay,
Lewiston; Harriet Flemming,
Chatfield; Mary Jilk, kindergarten, Austin; Lenore Johnson,
Brookings, South Dakota; Lila
Laugen, Cresco, Iowa.
Elvera Larson, Mankato; Elain
Lehnertz, Zumbrota; Mary Martin, Cannon Falls; Mary Lou
Martinson, Traverse City, Michigan; Evelyn Mundahl, Spring
Grove; Betty Nash, Rochelle,
Illinois; Bonnie Nash, Stewartville; Erna Ortlip, Tulare, California; Virginia Reed, Princeton,
Illinois; Geneva Selvig, Peterson;
Elaine Thedens, Stewartville;
Flora Thimijan, Morris; Violet
Williams, Northfield; and Mrs.
Mary Melby Woodhouse, Rochester.

aiumati 'notes
Mrs. Robert Hunt, the former
Karen Grimm, and her two children, Marsha and Robert Dean,
are visiting at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Grimm. Lieutenant Hunt is stationed at Corpus Christi, Texas,
and his family will rejoin him,
there . . . Cordelia Lundquist,
'43, is working on a fellowship for
the master's degree in physical
education at Iowa University.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl de Wald,
Red Wing, announce the engagement of their daughter, Carol
Edna, to Lt. (j.g.) Frederick Abel,
'43 . . . Dr. Henrietta K. Burton, '06, nee Kolshom, has been
elected professor and head of the
home economics department at
the University of Utah . . . Mrs.
Lawrence Moehning, the former
Janet Rohweder, was the featured vocalist on the Winona
municipal band concert July 4 . .
Mrs. Matie Register visited in
Winona this summer. She works
in the Department of Agriculture
at Washington.
Mr. Carl Witt, a former graduate, has accepted a position as
vocational counsellor with the
Division of Rehabilitation in the
Minnesota State Department of
Education.

Athletics a la
Summer School
By Dorothy Engel

"What's the matter with the
tee-yum?" That is one question
asked by Mr. Owens that we all
can answer. The- "tee-yum" had
eaten too much. But that, after
all, is what picnics are for, and
the all-college picnic on June 21
lived up to tradition. Had it
been known that a softball game
was to follow soon after the refreshments, the team would
doubtless have made its main dish
carrot sticks, rather than sizzling
hot wieners and creamy potato
salad; and assuredly it would not
even have looked at the cake a la
mode.
In spite of the sluggishness of
the sluggers, some forty-odd runs
were driven in through the opposing efforts of the two teams. One
team, it must be confessed, had
an advantage in the presence of
several professional player s.
Everyone would readily admit
that Dr. (Babe Ruth) Talbot has
had enough experience to be in
the professional class of ball
players. Also, though Mr. Jederman does not like to talk about
it, he did one time mention that
in the first World War his chief
assignment was the organizing of
ball teams. It is rumored too
that Esther Johnson was a charter
member of the "Heavy Hitter
Midget League" while she was
still in high school.
But even under these handicaps. President (limps) Minne
managed to keep peace in the
league - and someone even suggested that another game be
played soon.
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Phelps School Holds
Successful Session
In the Phelps laboratory school summer session, children from the
third, fourth, and fifth grades of almost every school in the city were
enrolled under the teaching supervision of Miss Cathryn Cramer,
Phelps fourth grade supervisor during the regular year. The enrollment was limited in order to insure the best possible results for each
child.
Under Miss Cramer's direction the children worked in small groups
with student teachers. Remedial work in arithmetic, spelling, and
language formed the basis of the program, and special situations were
created in order to cooperate with the college classes in speech and in
visual education, thus enabling the students in those classes to gain
practical experience in working with children. Various activities
planned and carried out by Miss Cramer and the children added spice
to the daily program.
Reports from parents indicated that they are more than grateful
for an opportunity to have their children work under such fine supervision, stated Dr. L. G. Stone, director of the laboratory school, and
often the work done during the summer session enables a child to go
on with his regular grade in the fall when otherwise he would not be
able to do so.
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The day was not reliable. At
noon the smell of rain offended
the nostrils of eager citizens who
were waiting for fiesta. At three
o'clock the sun cut through the
dirty clouds, a prima donna
sweeping straggling urchins aside.
The men gathered their broods
about them, including their chattering wives. It was time - time
to get to the arena. Venders sang
their tamales, tortillas, enchiladas, and coca colas. Families
pressed forward in sticky, ecstasy
toward their places. The sunny
seats were for the poor, the shady
ones for the rich. A band blared
forth a raucous aria from Carmen,
and the audience waited with
stuffed mouths. The mayor was
seated-the key was thrown to the
keeper-and the gates burst open.
First came the picadors-not too
elegant or graceful upon their
padded steeds, but their lances
caught the sun, adding a touch of
splendor to their shabby showing.
Next in order came the matadors,
their satined thighs gleaming and
their cerise caps flowing, familiarly graceful, from their shoulders. Their heads, in three-cornered hats, were held high; their
feet, in plack pumps caressed the
path. The banderilleros, next in
line, walked easily, swinging their
wicked ribboned spikes like longstemmed flowers. The audience
cheered unceasingly. Last the
custadors dragged their whiterobed mules and heavy iron hooks
across the ring. Another blare
upon, the bugles, and the matadors returned to protecting stalls
around the circle. A long, piercing note stilled the munching
jaws, and out from the darkened
runway lurched a black, shiny
bull. Blinded by the light, he
charged toward a waving cape
flowing in rhythmic swishes from
skillful muscles. Teased and angered by scarlet capes in constant
motion, the black one charged
and lunged, stamped and snorted.

At last the picadors rode gingerly
into the ring. Holding their
lances under their arms and close
to their bodies, they turned their
horses toward the bull. Distraught and panting, it moved its
head and bored the padded side
of a horse. The picador, slightly
humiliated, rode swiftly at the
bull and thrust his lance into its
hump. Tugging and pounding
the earth, the black one freed
himself, to run with lowered head
at a daring matador, who whirled
and sent the bull spinning behind
him with a graceful gesture. This
sight brought the moving jaws
to a halt, and mouths formed the
praise, "Oh-la, oh-la!" Next, to
tease with their ingenious little
darts, came the banderilleros.
Holding their innocent-looking
weapons, they walked cautiously
toward the bull. Snorting and
bleeding, the creature turned to
revenge the ignoble assault, when
a banderillero lunged unexpectedly toward the beast and left his
ribboned darts nailed in - its back.
Blind with rage, the bull turned
toward another and another and
another until his back bristled
with pretty spiked sticks and
blood spurted out, staining his
blackness and spattering the
ground. The audience, wild with
delight, began to bet on el toro's
early death. Another blare of
trumpets and the adored toreador
stalked fearlessly from his stall,
flashing a scarlet cape which concealed a sword. The bloody, tortured animal ran toward the cape
and stopped. The toreador sent
him twirling and dizzy with his
weaving gyrations - a perfect
veronica, a beautiful castilian.
Just as the bull reached the cape,
the flash of a sword vibrated in
the black one's body. The audience rose with an "Oh-la, oh-la!"
and then chewed their tortillas
with greater satisfaction, as the
wasted warrior crumpled in a
gory mass to the ground.
-Virginia Spanlon

